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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
A comprehensive lunar exploration program should naturally proceed 
fro1m the present efforts concentrated on the earth side to landings on the 
far side Qf the moon. Because the far side is never visible from the earth, 
cOfl'lllunications with a lunar far side terminal from earth (or a point on the 
near side of the moon) will involve some form of intermediate relay. The 
requirements for such a relay are already apparent in the current Apollo 
missions since the orbiting CSM and LM experience a loss of co,nmunications 
when passing behind the moon. This restriction of conmunications is serious 
because of critical operations (such as SPS ignition for insertion on the 
return to earth trajectory) which occur behind the moon. Real time conmun-
ications to the lunar far side become a prerequisite for far side landings 
and exploration. It should be noted, however, that at present, these are 
no fi"l1 plan~ for such a far side mission. 
The work sUl1l11arized in this report considers the lunar far side 
communications problem. Following a review of current and projected com-
munications requirements, the use of lunar orbiting satellites is investiga-
ted with respect to coverage and visibili~. 
1. 1 STUDY PLAN 
This report documents the coverage and visibility analysis for lunar 
orbiting cORI11'unications satellites. This study is a part of an overall sys-
tem study for a lunar far side satellite relay conmunications system. 
, 
". 
The overall stuqy plan is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 • 
FollOWing a brief requirements survey, and the coverage and visibility 
analysis reported herein, the study program encompasses three tasks: 
(1) Conmunications system p'arametric analysis 
(2) Trajectory and vehicle considerations 
(3) Survey of applicable technology " 
The conmunications system p'arametric analysis is b~sed upon a mathemati~al 
model of a satellite conmun;cations system. Requirements for relay satell;~e 
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system plrlmeters such IS effective rldilted power, noise, temperlture, etc", 
Ire being investigated for three ~pes of lunar terminal: 
(1) Current Apollo systems 
(2) Improved Apollo systems 
(3) NIIW c.olmlunications terminals 
Trajectory and vehicle considerations include performance, trajectory, and 
guidance ,nalysis which encompass,but are not limited to,the following major 
items : 
(1) AV requirements for entering selected lunlr orbits 
(2) P~load capabilities ~f candidate launch vehicles 
(3) Perturbat1ve effects on selected lunar orbits 
(4) Prolpuls10n requirements for orbit stabilization 
(5) Methods of deploying multiple sltellites from a single launch 
vehicle • 
The survey of appliclble cornnunicat10ns satellite technology is directed 
towlrd In Issessment of the current state-of· the-art in the major system 
over such IS tracking Intenna design. rf power capabilities. reliabili~. 
etc. 
As indicated on the dilgram, the results of these anllyses will be 
integrlted into I definitive statement of system requirements for I lunlr 
colll1l.lnications sltellite system. These reqUirements. blsed upon finn 
supporting Inalyses, would be the point of departure for I preliminlry 
design of a lunar communications sltellite. 
1.2 COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
It is instructive to briefly examine the communications requirements 
for the current Apollo missions and to- estimate projected conmunications 
requirements for possible future lunar exploration. A sUrmtary of these 
requirements is shown in Table I. Note that only the first two entries on 
Apollo G-H missions and Apollo J missions are finn requirements at the 
present. The remaining entries are the author's projections. As shown in 
the Table. it is expected that initial far s1 de A.pollo missions would closely 
I 
parallel the near side activities currently planned. Initial far side 
explorati on would then requi re co,mnuni cati o'ns relay to earth from si nqle 
lunar surface terminals (LM, rovers) whose location a~':d surface activity 
time would be known well in advance of the mission. As will be discussed 
later, knowledge of missio,n time .nd landing site have substantial impact 
on relay conmurlication system design. 
B~ond Apollo type missions, one might expect future lunar surfac, 
explorations to involve the establishment of a near side lunar base, followed 
by a system of near side bases. This in turn might be follo'Red by an initial 
far side base and possibly a system of far side base!. Wide ranging surface 
exploration from this base or system of bases might include long range EVA 
using large mobile surface laboratory vehicles. Finally, a lunar orbiting 
space station/base might be established. 
This brief discussion has thus indicated that the goal of anY lunar 
comnunications system should bf} coverage of the ent1re lunar sphen:. all the 
time. Transmission requirements start with those of the current Apollo 
system and proceed to those associated with· comprehensive systems of bases 
and orbiting stations. One might expect these latter requirements to be 
silrtlar to those projected for earth orbiting space bases, i.e., multiple 
two-way TV channels, high data rate telemetry channels, multiple channel 
EVA communications, etc. 
While the long term goals are co'mplete' and continuous coverage, the 
time phasihg of the operational requ;rements is such that the establishment 
of a lunar far Side relay conmunications system may be phased in concert 
with developing requirements •. It is important to note that the communica-
tions relay systems required to support initial Apollo mfssions would be 
substantially less complicated than the full coverage system. 
. 
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Table 1. COImunications SUlllnlry for Lunar Exploration 
ConIIIJnications 
Phase of Lunar Surface Requi rements Remarks Exploration Stay Activities Possible Possible Time 
, .. Modes . Links 
* £Urrent Apollo Missions up to • '-imited EVA wfthift 1500 USB-voice LM-CSM See .ission time 
(G-H type l111ss10ns) 35 hrs ft. of _LII - duration 2 line. 
hrs. 40nrlnutes 
r '. : 
Apollo E~rth-siae LUriir up to Expanded walking EVA USB-voice lM-CSM See mission tille 
Exploration Missions 78 hrs within 1-2 D1 of LM for USB-data LM-EYA line (J-type missions) 3 hrs. 40 iii nutes USB-TV LM-earth 
Mobile EVA within 5 KM USB-ranging CSM-earth 
of LH usi ng rover VHF-voice Rover-CSM 
VHF-data Rouer-LH 
VHF-ranging Rover-earth 
OJ Roller-EVA . 
Initial Far Side Apollo Short Limited EVA simlar USB-~oice LM-CSM No far side 
Missions similar USB-data lM-EVA missions ~lanned 
to G-H USB-TV LM-earth before 19 5 at 1 
missions USB-ranging CSM-earth present 
VHF-voice 
VHF-data 
VHF-rangir.g 
Apollo Far Side Lunar Similar Expanded EVA sinrllar USB-voice LM-CSM 
Exploration Missions to J-. to J-type missions USB-data LM-EVA 
type USB-TV LM-earth 
missions USB-ranging CSM-earth 
VHF-voice Rovey-CSM 
VHF-data Rover-LM 
VHF-rangi rtg Rover-earth 
I Ro~er-EYA 
] 
* Reference: "P~gram and Mission Defi·nit1on Apollo Lunar Exploration" NASAiMSC Report 
No. SP0-9P-052 August 15, 1969. 
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Tab'H! 1. COnrnunications Sunmary for lunar Exploration - tOntlnued 
'" I 
Surface Coanunications Phase of Lunar Requi rements Stay Activities Remarks Exploration Time Possible Possible 
Modes. links 
-. 
Initial Lunar Base Indef- CoqJrehensive surface Voice Base-orbi ten Post 1975 
inite science and exploratio1n. Data Base-EVA 
Long duration EVA using TV B,ase-rovers Ra:nging Orbi ters·,earth I large surface rovers. 
Sy~ ten of lunar Indef- Multiple sites for com- Vol~ Base-orbi ten Post 1975 
I Bases inite prehensive surface Data Base-EYA 
sci ence a:nd exp 1 orati on. TV Base-rovers 
Ra.nging B,ase-,earth 
Inter-base links 
lunar Orbiting Slmil~r !r,t1Yi~ to earth Voice Stati on-,earth Post 1980 
Space Station orbiting space station Data Station-orbiters 
I TV Station-lunar 
Ranging Station-surface 
Station-ternrinal$ 
. Station-EVA 
L-___ ~ __ 
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2.0 METHOtS FOR LUNAR FAR SIDE COMMUNICATIONS RELAY 
There are a varie~ of possible methods for relay communications 
from ~he far side of the moon. ~hese possibilities are briefly sutmlarized • 
in the discussions below. 
One approach is that of providing a lunar surface link from a far 
side ternnnal to a near side terminal with subsequent relay to an earth 
station. The surface mode of transmission could be one or a combination of 
the following techniques: 
(1) Lunar surface point-to-p01nt relay 
a. Microwave 
b. VHF or UHF radio relay 
(2) Surface wave transmission (generally limited to frequencies 
below the hi gh frequency ~gion of the spectrum) 
While attractive for special applications, the relay. mode is primarily 
limited by the difficulty and expense of establishing a sufficiently exten-
sive network to provide area coverage for the lunar far side. The surface 
wave transmission mode can provide area coverage, but because of the fre~ 
quency limitation can provide limited information bandwidth. This mode is, 
however, very attractive for backup conmunications, and is also attractive 
for specific applications where wide bandwidth is not a primar,y consideration. 
For example, far side experiment packages with low data rates might use this 
mode for relaying scientific information to a near side tenninal with subse-
quent relay to an earth station. 
Lunar cOllll1u'nications satellites provide the most direct method of 
complete area coverage for the lunar sphere. Thes.e are basically three 
configurations for such satellites 
a. Lunar orbiting sate~lites 
b. Libration pOint satellite at position L2 
c. A "Hunmingbird" lunar synchronous satellite 
~ There is no stable synchronous orbit for the moon due to the effect of the 
I' 
earth's pot'ential. A lunar. synchronous orbit would be possible in principle 
7 
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using continuous propulsion on board the satell1te. This concept has been 
investigated by GSFC (Reference 1 ). 
It should be noted. also. that passive or active re'ay satellites 
are possible in this application. Terminal effective radiated power limita-
tions are such that only active relay satellites represent practical possibi-
1i t1 es. Coverage and vi!i bili ty observati ons developed in thi s report. 
however, apply to both active and passive satellites. 
'This report specifically considers the coverage and visibility factors 
for a luna.' orbiting system of comnunications satellites. Stnce the character-
istics on the L2 libration paint are well documerlted. (Reference 2 ) no 
specific attention has been devoted to the coverage and visibility analYSis 
for this type of ~atel1ite. 
It should also be noted that only circular orbfts are considered. 
A special highly elliptical earth orbit which has an apogee behind the moon 
f s bei ng cons1 dered and wi 11 be descri bed ina subsequent repor'c. 
8 
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3.0 SATELLITE RELAY SYSTEMS 
. 
The use of lunar orbiting conTJ!unications satellitf! offers an attrac-
tive solution to the problem of lunar far side communications. The technology 
of communications relay by satellite is well advanced through the current 
efforts in terrestrial applications. Relay of comnunications from spacecraft 
to ground terminals is being actively explored through the planned ATS-F and 
ATS-G experiments and the initial work on geosynchronous tracking and data 
rel~ satellites (TORS). 
'J.l COVERAGE OF THE LUNAR SURFACE 
The basic problem in the design of a satellite cORlT1unications network 
is that of providing adequate coverage. The most optimistic goal would be a 
system where any lur,ar surface terminal or any vehicle in lunar orb1t could 
conrnunicate with earth at any time. Due to the evolutionary nature of the 
lunar exploration program as it is currently defined or projected, it may 
neither be practical or desirable to attempt to achieve this goal with the 
1n1tialefforts in providir.y lunar far side cOl1lTlunications relay. For initial 
Apollo-type far s1 de missions, it will only be necessary to provide coverage 
during short peri0Js of a few days at infrequent inte~vals. 
A second factor of interest is the desirability of eliminating require-
ments for satellite-to-satellite relay. This factor has a substantial impact 
upon the des1gn of a conmunications satellite system. For exa~le, 1f the 
11ne of sight path from earth to the communications satellite visible from 
the lunar far side terminal is occulted by the moon, then there is no possi-
b11i~ of direct relay to earth, and a second rel~ link through a satellite 
would be required. This satellite-to-satel11te relay mode imposes severe 
reqUirements upon the cormwnicatfons system. The studies described 1n tt:~1 
report will assume that no satellite-to-satellite relay is to be provided. 
3.1.1 Choice of Orbit for the Communicat10ns Satellite Network 
It is impossible to cover all points on the lunar sphere simultaneously 
from satellites in a single orbital plane. The· degree of coverage varies 
with the altitude of the satellite orbit, t.he number of satellites and the 
minimum elevation of the satellite above the horizon viewed from the lunar 
surface at acquisition. For example, if a lunar equatorial orbit is ut'lized 
9 
.. 
then the polar regions will never be covered. An inclined orbit will allow 
cover'age of all points on the lunar surface. but not simultaneously. A 
system of polar orbits is probably the most promising candidate for realiz-
ing the long term goal of 100% coverage of the lunar surface 100% of the 
time. An equatorial orbit may be most effective. however. if all Apollo 
missions operate over a region confined to latitudes of. say. ~ 40° of the 
lunar equator. In sUlTl11ary. the choice of orbit rests upon projected oper-
ational reqUirements. Subsequent discussion on the orbital configuration 
of candi date communi cati on satelli te sys terns wi 11 be di rected toward three 
objectives: 
(1) A single system of equatorial satellites oriented toward 
support of current Apollo missions. 
(2) A system of polar orbiting satellites oriented toward the 
long term goal of 100% coverage for any time. 
(3) A system for partial coverage to support Apollo or other 
specific missions. 
3.2 BASIC COVERAGE CONSIDERATIONS 
Consider the geometry illustrated in Figure 2 • A system of N 
satellites is to be positioned in circular Qrbit about the moon to provide 
communications between points on earth and terminals on the lunar surface 
as well as vehicles in orbit around the moon. In order to provide continu-
ous conmunicaticns with lunar tenninals. some overlap in coverage must be 
provided in the orbi·tal plane of the conrnunications satellites. It is 
convenient to measure this overlap in terms of the selenocentric angle 
a as shown in Figure 2. The third paran.!ter of interest is the elevation 
angle at acquisition. E'. This is the angle above the horizon viewed from 
the lunar terminal at which the acquisitio:n of a signal from the communica-
tions satellite could first be accomplished. There are therefore. three 
independent quantities which determine the altitude of the circular orbits 
of the communications satellite network 
(1) Number of satellites, N. 
(2) Selenocentric angle of overlap for coverage in the orbital 
plane. a. 
(3) Elevation angle at acquisition E'. 
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Referring to the simplified diagram of Figure 2 • the law of sines 
may be applied to obtain. 
( 1f +C&) ('If ) sin r r sin r + ~ _ sin e 
D C ~M + h - RM (1) 
where: 
~ c radius of moon 
h c altitude of communications satellite above the lunar 
surface 
D -= communications distance at acquisition 
The angle e may be expressed in terms of the other angles as follows 
e·" (t- -i-) - (t + r) . N ~ 3 (2) 
Using (2). it is easily shown from (1) that the satellit!' altitudes is given 
by 
h -= R (cos I: - sin e) 
M sin e (3) 
The maxi mum commun i ca ti ons dis tances will be 
'If + C& 
D = R ... (sin,lr r) 
.,., Sln e (4)· , 
3.3 DERIVATION OF EXTENT OF MUTUAL VISIBILITY ZONES 
The requirement of continuous comnunications dictates that a period 
of mutual visibility must be provided for two conmunications satellites 
and the lunar tenminal. Specification of a selenocentric angle of overlap 
for coverage in the orbital plane of communications satellites meets this 
requirement. It is of interest to determine the extent of this mutual 
visibility region. The mutual visibility regions for adjacent satellites is 
illustrated in Figure 3.. Figure 4 illustrates the orientation of the 
intersection of the cone representing the satellite coverage sector and the 
12 
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lunar sphere. Referring to these diagrams it may be seen that the radius 
R is related to the lunar radius by 
where: 
(5) 
RM • lunar radius 
N • number of Siatell1 tes (N~) 
a - seleconcrentric angle of overlap for coverage sectors in 
orbital plane of satellites. 
If the center line of the right circular coverage cone is taken as reference, 
. 
than the angular coordinates (T, t) define the intersection of the coverage 
cone with the lunar sphere. For example, if an equatorial system of commun-
ications satellites is being considered, then T will be the longitudinal 
coordinate from the centerline of the coverage cone, which t will be the 
latitudinal coordinate for the intersection. These coordinates for every 
pOint on the intersection are conveniently expressed in tems of the angle 
e shown in Figure 4.' It may be seen that 
V • R sin e 
H • R cos e (6) 
and, 
H 
sin T - 11 (7) 
V 
sin t-IM 
Using (6) - (7) the angles T and t may be detennined to be 
t • sln- l lsin (R- + r) sin el 
t rr +L) 
T _ s 1 n -1 I si n \ N 2 cos e t 
i cos t j 
(8) 
Of particular interest is the angle t at which the coverage zones intersect 
since this is the maximum extent of the mutual visibility zone. Figure 
5 illustrates the geometry to be considered in determining this angle. The 
orbital plane of the satellites in Figure 5 is the plane of the paper. Figure 
6 is a vertical cut in the plane of OV shown in Figure 5. From triangle OXR 
it is seen that 
OR = RM cos (i- + r) (9) 
while from triangle OVR, it may be detennined that 
OV == OR sec i- (10) 
and 
OV = RM cos (r + r) sec i- ( 11) 
The central angle for the point of intersection is then 
~ntersection II: cos·l lcos (i- + r) sec i-l (12) 
The extent of the mutual visibility region in fact detennines the 
effecti ve coverage 1 imi ts for a system of equally spaced copl anar satelli tes. 
Figure 7 illustrates these coverage limits. Note that there are two 
regions where there is no continuous comnunications (overage. The extent 
of these regions is determined by interdependent quantities such as the 
altitude of the relay satellite network, number of satellites, and required 
elevation angle at acquisition. Figure 8 illustrates the dependence of 
the selenocentric ang;e subtended by the coverage region for systems of 
three, and SiK satellites upon the selenocentric angle of coverage over· 
lap in the orbital plane of the satellites. 
The impact of this coverage limitation is obvious for an equatorial 
system of lunar comnunications relay satellites. As will be discussed 
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in a subsequent section of this report, this factor also imposes a require-
ment for three non-coplanar sets of polar orbiting satellites if continuous 
coverage of the entire lunar surface is to be achieved. 
Figures 9 - 14 illustrate the dependence of satellite altitude Inc su~flce 
coverage for selected sys tems • 
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3. 4 AN EQUATORIAL SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
An equatorial system of satellites for lunar far side relay applica-
tions is limited by two factors: 
(1) Each of the communications satellites is occulted by the 
moon during each orbital period. 
(2) Coverage of extreme polar rp.gions of the moon is possible. 
The first of these limitations may be overcome by providing a suffi-
cient number of satellites properly phased in equatorial orbit. The second 
limitation is impossible to counter using only satellites in lunar equatorial 
orbit. 
To further illustrate this first observation, consider the diagram 
of Figure 15. An equatorial system of five satellites is shown, and this 
system is arranged to provide uninterrupted service for a point on the lunar 
far side located in the plane of the orbit of the satellite network. This 
uninterrupted service is possible because of the complete overlap in coverage 
between adjacent satellites in the system. 
For example, if the lunar far side surface terminal is located at 
pOint T, and the earth-moon orientation is as shown on the diagram of 
Figure 15, then satellite 1 will not be visible from earth. Satellite 5 
will be passing out of view of the surface terminal while satellite 2 is 
just coming into view. Relay may thus be accomplished using 2 until 1 
emerges from the occul tation zone. 
Note· that uninterrupted service is possible only for points in the 
orbit~l plane. In order to provide this service to points out of plane, 
more than the indicated amount of overlap would be required. Note also 
that five satellitfls on the minimum number for uninterrupted service in 
the orbital plane since four or less cannot be arranged so as to provide 
complete overlap in plane. 
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3.5 A POLAR SYSTEM OF LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
An equatorial system of lUnar comnunications satellites cannot pro-
vide coverage for the lunar polar regions. This lim1tat,ion may be directly 
overcome by utilizing systems of polar orbiting satellites. There are some 
special coverage requirements caused by the fact that the moon may occult 
the line-oF-sight path between the active satellite and an earth station for 
certain fractions of lunar cycle. This OCCUltation is illustrated graph-
ically in Figure 16 ,where for simplicity, two orthogonal polar orbits 
are shown for the conmunications satellites. In the neighborhood of posi-
tions A and C, satellites in polar planes 1-1' will be occulted by' the 
moon, while in the neighborhood of positions Band 0, satellites in orbital 
plane 2-2 '. will be oc~ J I ted. 
As in the case for an equatorial system of satellites, it is possible 
to overcome this occultation problem by using five or more equispaced 
sa te 111 tes in each orbi ta 1 plane. For orthogonal orbi ts, a mi ni mum of ten 
satellites would be required for continuous coverage of the entire lunar 
sphere. 
If three orbital planes are established, ft would be possible to con-
tinuously cover the lunar surface with a total of nfne satel1ftes w~th three 
equispaced satellites in each plane, The angular separation between orbital 
planes is clearly a function of the width of the coverage sector for each 
set of coplanar cO·rm1unicatfons satellites. If the selenocentric angle from 
the orbital plane to the limit of mutual visibi1fty (i.e., the crossover 
point for "djacent coverage zones) is ~nax (see Equation 12), then the 
required plane separation betWeen the orbits is given by 
8plane • 2 (t- - ~x) • (13) 
separation 
If the coverage sector is .:!:. 75 degrees on either side of the orbital plane, 
then a plane separation of 30 degrees is necessary. Three satellites equ-
ally spaced in an orbit of 3pproximately 7200 statute miles altitude (zero 
degrees grazing angle) w~11 provide this coverage. Ifal grazing angle at 
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acqu1s i t1 on of f1 ve degrees 1 s requi red, the al ti tude for a three satf! 111 te 
configuration 1ncreases to approximately 23,600 statute miles. As previously 
noted, these t}ery high orbits should be avoided if long orbital lifetimes are 
to be ach1eved. Equally spaced orbital planes would be separated by six~ 
degrees wh1ch corresponds to a coverage sector width of 1. 60 degrees from 
the orbital plane of one set of three coplanar satellites. For an acquisi-
tion grazing angle of zero degrees, the required satellite altitude is 
approximately 3300 statute miles, increaSing to approximately 6000 statute 
miles for a grazing angle of five degrees. Note that sixt~ degrees is the 
maximum orbital plane separation for a three orbit system. 
As shown in Figure 16 , it is possible to establish lunar polar 
orbits such that every point in the orbit is visible from any point on earth 
for large fractions of a lunar cycle. Consider the diagram of Figure 
which further illustrates the geometry of the lunar communications relay 
problems. The line 1-1' is the edge of a lunar polar orbit. Note that 
in lunar position A, satellites in oribt 1-11 would be occulted when passing 
behind the moon. In lunar position B, all points in oribt 1-11 would just 
be visible from any pOint on ~arth, It is of interest to detenmine for what 
fraction of a lur.ar cycle a pol a',·' orbit would be completely visible. If 
e are as labeled in Figure 17 ,_and RM is the radius of the moon, 
the radius of the earth dM is the distance from the earth to the 
and h is the altitude of the satellfce, then it is clear that 
a = s1n-l IRE + ~ 1 dM j 
The angle e is then the sum (0+ a) and is written as 
(14) 
(15) 
The fraction of a lunar cycle during which all points in orbit l-i' will 
not be visible from any pOint on the earth is 
, , 
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(16) 
Noting that the geometry of Figure 17 would be repeated when the moon 
passes to a point diametrically opposite the position il1ustrated e 
Note also that this visibili~ factor is strongly dependent upon 
the alti tude of the orbi t. Fi gure 18 111 us trates the vi si bili ty time 
as a function of satellite altitude. 
3.6 POSSIBILITIES FOR PARTIAL COVERAGE 
The preceding discussions on equatorial and polar orbiting systems 
of lUnar communications satellites has emphasized continuous coverage of 
the complete lunar sphere. While this complete coverage would be a firm lv~; 
tenn re'quirement for comprehensive lunar exploration, the current pace of 
Apollo missions would allow the establishment of systems for partial covera~e. 
From an economic point of view, it would be desirable to initially 
establish the minimum number of relay satellites which could support the pro-
jected Apollo G, H, and J type missions. The basic characteristics of these 
mnssions are summarized in Table 1. 
The fundamental problem is thus to provide communications during the 
lunar orbit and surface stay phases of an Apollo mission. Other longer tenn 
relay requirements resulting from Apollo missions might include relay of 
scientific data fr'om surface experiment packages left on the lunar surfac~. 
The simplest situation one might consider is that of a single satellite 
which would be positioned to be mutually visible from earth and lunar stations 
during the mission •. The absolute minimum coverage acceptable would be fl~m 
the initiation of the lunar descent phase until insertion of the LM on the 
ascent trajectory. As indicated in Table 1 , this phase J~ould be substan-
tially in excess of 35 hours, the surface stay time for G - H type miSSions. 
For Apollo 11, the period between the undocking maneuver prior to LM descent 
and the docking after LM ascent was approXimately 28 ~ours, of which lunar 
surface stay. accounted for approXimately 22 hours. This surface stay increases 
to about 78 hours for J type missions. Thus, if a lunar far side explora-
--. ,-' 
tion mission were based on G - H ~pe missions, the single cormtunications 
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relay satellite must be mutually visible by earth LM and CSM for approxi-
mately 40 hours, this figure increasing to about 82 hours if J type mission 
were undertaken. 
Consider the situation illustrated schematically in Figure 19 
Simplifying assumptions are 
(1) Lunar rotati on is negli gi b 1 e dur1 ng satelli te passage from 
acquisition to loss of communications (i.e. from horizon to 
hori zon). 
(2) Surface terminal is in plane of orbit. 
(3) Orbit is polar and positioned so as to be visible from earth 
during mission time. 
It 1s clear from the diagram that the tota" time when relay conmunica-
tions will be possible will be given by 
e 
T D - ca T 21f ( 17) 
where eca is the control angle traversed by the relay sate. lite as it moves, 
from horizon to horizon, and T is the or~ital period of the satellite. Using 
the laws o'f sines, eca may be found to be 
e =1f - 2 £ - 2 sin-1 f RM 
ca t RM + h leos £ (18) 
where h 1s the satellite altitude, RM is the lunar radius, and £ is the ele-
vation of the satellite above the lunar horizon at acquisition. 
Figure 20 illustrates' the graph of orbital period in hours versus 
satellite altitude and shows on the same plot the visibility time for a 
. 
single satellite. Note that for satellite altitudE: less than 10,OOO-P.1iles 
above the lunar surface, the satellite will be visiiblefor less than 28 
hours. This visibility time is insufficient to support on Apollo type far 
side lunar explor~tion missions. 
It should also be noted that the influence of earth and sun were 
neglected in the detennination of orbit&l period for the relay satellite. 
At the higher altitudes, these effects become imoortant. It is probable 
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that altitudes greater than 10,000 miles may not be usable. 
3. 7 A MINIMUM FULL COVERAGE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE NETWORK FOR A 
SPECIFIC APOLLO TYPE MISSION 
The minimum cOlnnunications network which could provide continuous 
coverage during an Apollo type mission is a system of three equispaced satel-
lites in polar orbit. It is clear that the orbital plane of these satellites 
must be properly positioned relative to the earth-moon line. Th1,s positioning 
constraint is illustrated graphically in Figure 21. In this diagram the 
moon's orbital plane is in the plane of the paper. Three communications 
satellites are equally spaced in circular polar orbit, the edge of which is 
111u~trated. Note that the invisible region is only on the lunar far side 
sinte the near side will be completlly visible from earth. The orbital plane 
of the communications satellites would be adjusted with respect to the earth 
moon line so that all points of the communications satellite orbit would be 
visible from earth for the maximum length of time from initiation of the 
terminal phase of a lunar mission. 
Note that if t.le selected landing site for the mission falls within 
the invisible region, the orbital plane would be positioned such that the 
landing zone would be passing into view. If the landing site is within 
the visible region, there is no contraint 1mposed upon the orientation of the 
orbit rather than the previously discussed visibility from earth. 
This continuous coverage 1s, of course, specific mission oriented. 
Later m1ss10ns would either have to be properly tim~d with respect to be 
• 
original nnssion for which the satellite network was established, or the 
network could be repositioned. The advantages of establishing such a single 
three satellite system are: 
·(1) Basic coverage for Apollo mission!» is possible • 
(2) It allows for a time phased establishment of a full coverage 
system. 
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The coverage and visibility analysis summarized in this report il 
based on two basic ground rules: 
(1) Continuous coverage of the full l~~ar sphere should be the 
long tenn goal for a lunar satellite conmunications system. 
(2) The cOil1l1unications relay mode is assumed to be a two way earth-
relay satellite-lunar terminal mode. No satellite-satellite 
relay capabili~ is assumed. 
For conti nuous coverage of the enti re 1 unar sphere, the mi nillllm ne+:~",ork of 
relay satellites is composed of three sets of three polar orbiting satellites. 
The satellites are equally spaced in circular orbit, and the orbital plane 
separati on between adjacent orbi ts ranges from thi rty to sixty degrees. The 
sixty degree separation is most desirable in that satellite altitudes are 
considerably less than those required for the thirty degree separation • 
If only two orbital planes are established, ten satellites are required 
for full continuous coverage. Five satellites would be equally spaced in 
each of two orthog'onal circular orbits. These orbits may both be polar, or 
one polar and one equatorial. 
Full coverage is not possible from equatarial orbit. For continuous 
coverage of an equatorial sector, five satellites equally spaced in equa-
torial orbit are required. 
The most attractive possibility for partial coverage is a network of 
three equally spaced satellites in circular polar orbit. It is shown that 
such an orbit ~ be positioned to provide continuous coverage for a specific 
mission whose landing site and mission time are known during substantial 
fractions of a lunar cycle. Such i netwotlk is a member of the minimum net-
work of nine polar orbiting satellites· required fot' continuous coverage of 
the entire lunar sphere. Therefore, the full network m.:&y be established over 
a period of time, this time depending upon the evolution of operational 
requirements. It might develop that a single three satellite network would 
serve to support a wise variety of Apollo ~pe missions if the missions were 
properly timed. 
41 
Single satellites (other than the Hbration point satelHte) cannot 
provide continuous coverage for an Apollo mission. Two satellite networks 
increase coverage time for an Apollo type mission, but cannot provide com-
plete coverage. 
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